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thing which increased the manufacturers of a country, declared
Houghton, could never depopulate nor impoverish it x.
One circumstance favoured the adoption of a more pro- Quantity oj
gressive standpoint.   Though the conversion of arable
pasture was often considered to involve a ' decay of tillage ' 2, °y en~
,       ,     n     ,t_	,	.,	,       .       .      -     closures.
yet actually there appears to have been no reduction in the
quantity of corn produced in the kingdom as a whole. Bacon
claimed that England, which was ' wont to be fed by other
countries ', now did ' feed other countries ' 3 ; and the export
trade affords convincing testimony that corn-growing was
not diminished by the progress of enclosures 4. It must be
remembered that wheat, rye and barley were not the only
crops grown in the common fields, and the contraction of the
tillage might take place at the expense of other crops such as
beans. " A very considerable part of the open-field tillage ",
stated Henry Homer, " is employed in the growth of beans " 6.
Moreover when land, after being enclosed, remained under
the plough, more crops were raised since one-third of the land
did not have to lie fallow every year. The more economical
use of the land was, in effect, equivalent to an expansion of
the arable acreage. In addition technical improvements
could be more easily introduced on enclosed arable — " new
kinds of manure, artificial grass-seeds, turnips, etc." — and
these, it was claimed, had " nearly doubled the produce of our
anciently cultivated light lands, and greatly increased that
of many of the strong " 6. The cultivation of the commons
and the drainage of the Fens also helped to compensate for
any loss of arable acreage due to the growth of pasture-
farming. And lastly, old enclosed lands were sometimes
broken up for tillage 7, which was now considered by some
1	Houghton, England's Great Happiness : or a Dialogue between Content
and Complaint (1677), 12.
2	E.g. Trigge, The Humble Petition (1604) : * Inclosure decayeth tillage *.
3	1592 : The Letters and the Life of Francis Bacon (ed. Spedding), i. 158.
* For statistics of the corn trade, see infra, p. 460.   The cheapness of
corn was used as an argument that enclosure was not injurious : Halhead,
Inclosure Thrown Open (1650), 13.
6 Homer, An Essay on . . . the Inclosure of Common Fields (znd ed.)r
17, 22.
6	Ibid. 39.
7	State Papers Domestic, 1640-1641, p. 372 ;  Lee, A Vindication of 4
Regulated Inclosure (1656), 8,

